SNP frequency in gi-1, gi-2 and CS3227. Scaled Venn diagrams for SNP number in the genotypes gi-1, gi-2 and CS3227 for each of the five Arabidopsis chromosomes. Note that diagram areas between chromosomes should not be compared, as scaling was not applied between chromosomes. Number of SNPs for each genotype is given in Table 3 . 
CS3227
Figure S2 SNP distribution in CS3227 is not random.
Inter-SNP distance between consecutives SNPs is plotted as a function of the mid-position between consecutive SNPs. Clear haplotype blocks appear along all CS3227 chromosomes, with the exception of chromosome 5, which also exhibits the lowest SNP count for this genotype. Tables S1-S5 are provided in Shore output format: Genotype Chromosome: chromosome identifier Position: position of a base in the reference sequence Reference: nucleotide found in Col-0 Non-reference: nucleotide (or deletion) in the sequenced genome Quality: Highest base quality supporting the base change, between 0-40. Cut-off was chosen >25. Support: Number of reads supporting the base change Concordance: concordance of all short reads overlapping the position Copy: copy number of the target sequence
